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gl. Let f:X-Y be a proper surjective morphism of reduced analytic spaces
with X non-singular, dimcX=n and dimcY=m respectively. Let (E,h) be a
holomorphic vector bundle on X. Our main purpose is to study of Leray spectral
sequence :
                   P qn P+q n
                 H (Y,R fx9x(E)) =År H (X,9x(E)).
under certain conditions. The first contribution in this direction was achieved
by Grauert and Riemennschneider.
 Theorem G-R (cf.[G-R]). Let f:X.Y be a bimeromorphic morphism from a proj-
ective algebraic manifold X to a reduced analytic space Y and let (E, h) be a
Nakano semi-positive holomorphic vector bundle on X. Then
                          qn
                        R f=9x(E)=O for any q21
       Here the notion of Nakano semi-positivity of vector bundle is defined as
fo11ows:
 Definition 1 A holomorphic vector bundle (E,h) on X is said to be Nakano
                                                          tt -semi-positive (resp. positive) if the curvature form ehEC '(X,Hom(E,E) of
E relative to h is a positive semi-definite (resp.positive definite) quadratic
form on each fibre of the vector bundle EXTX, where TX is the holomorphic
tangent bundle of X.
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 Rerark 2 In the line bundle case the notion of Nakano semi-positivity coin-
cides with the semi-pc)sitivity in the sense of Kodaira. However in the case
of rank År 1 there is another notion of semi-p()sitivity. A holomorphic vector
bundle (E,h) on M is semi-positive (resp.positive) in the sense of Griffiths,
i.e. eh is a positive semi-definite (resp. positive definite) quadratic form
on each fibre of the vector bundle ECDTX. The following facts are known:
(i) The Nakano semi-positivity (resp. positivity) implies the semi-positivity
     (resp. positivity) in the sense of Griffiths
(ii) If (E, h) is semi-positive (resp. positive) ifl the sense of Griffiths, then
     (EXdetE, hXdeth) is Nakano semi-positive (resp. positive) (cf. [De-S])
    After this , Kollar succeeded to get a large progress with respect to the
degeneration of Leray spectral sequence and torsion freeness of higher direct
images of canonical sheaves on projective algebraic varieties in [Ko-1] and [Ko-
2]. His result is summarized in the following way:
 Theorem K (cf.[Ko-1] and [Ko-2]). Let f:X.Y be a surjective morphism of
projective morphism of projective algebraic varieties with X non-singular of
dimension n and Y of dimension m respectively. Then the following assertions
ho1d:
(i) Let L be a line bundle generated by global sections on X. Then the Leray
spectral sequence:
                    p qn p+g n
                  H (Y,R ft9x(L)) =År H (X,9x(L))
degenerates at E2
           en(ii) R fi9x is torsion free for any qIO and vanishes if qÅrn-m
(iii) Let A be an ample line bundle on Y and set E=fiA. Then the
homomorphism
                 q e n (År9 lt q n                                                       (29 j +k
                                                 9x(E                         ))(x,
  "a : H (X, 9x(E )) -H
induced by the tensor product with a non-trivial holomorphic section a on X of
                             po ,-the 1' times tensor product E ()f E is injective for any qllO, 1' and kll.
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(iv) Let A be as above. Then
                p qn        H (Y, Oy(A)C}{)R f= 9x) =O if P 2- 1 and q lO
   Furthermore Kollar observed that the assertions (ii) and (iv) are equivalent
                                                          qnto show the one (iii) and discussed the local freeness of R fi9x in [Ko-2].
His result was proved by Nakayama, [Ny-1] independently and was localized by
Moriwaki,[Mo] in terms of projective morphisms. Their methods heavily depends
c)n theory of variation of Hodge structures and several vanishing theorems of
cohomology groups which were formulated in [Ny-2],[O] and [Ta-1]. On the other
hand Morihiko Saito obtained those results as a part of his theory of Hodge
modules (cf.[Sa-1],[Sa-2]).
   Here we formulate those problems in the category of Kahler manifolds and
generalize them to proper Kahler morphisms of analytic spaces. With respect
to the torsion freeness and decomposition theorems for higher direct images of
canonical sheaves, Saito generalized his theory to proper Kahler morphisms of
analytic spaces in [Sa-3]. However our approach enables us to discuss the
decomposition, torsion freeness, injectivity and vanishing theorems for higher
direct images of canonical sheaves tensorized with semi-positive holomorphic
vector bundles by proper Kahler morphisms. It is known that such a torsion
freeness theorem for higher direct images of canonical sheaves does not always
hold without Kahler condition (cf. [Nm]).
              Our main result is summarized as follows ([Ta-2]):
 Theorem Let f:X--ÅrY be a proper surjective morphism from a complex manifold
X of dimension n to a reduced analytic space Y of dimension m so that every
connected component of X is mapped surjectively to Y. Supp()se X admits a
Kahler metric cDx and (E,hE) is a Nakano semi-positive holomorphic vector
bundle on X. Then the following theorems hold:
 I. Decomposition Theorem. The Leray spectral sequence
                 Pe P qn p+q n
        E; ==H (Y,R fz9x(E)) =År H (X,9x(E))
                 '
for f degenarates at E2.
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Especially if (X, cox) is a compact connected Kahler manifold,then for any rIO
it holds that
                 rn Pqn            dimcH (X,9x(E)) = Åí dimcH (Y,R ft9x(E))
                                 P +q =r
 II. Torsion Freeness Theorem. For q ll the sheaf homomorphism
                     qo n-e q n
                   "C : R ft 9x (E) ' R ft9x(E)
induced by the q-times left exterior product by cox admits a splitting sheaf
homomorphism
                      eq n o n-q
                    6 : R f=9x(E) - R fi9x (E)
with .C o6 ==id. Especially R f=9x(E) is torsion free for q)O and zero
ifqÅrn-m. •
 III. Injectivity Theorem. Let (F, hF) be a semi-positive holomorphic line
                       xjbundle on X such that F admits a non-trivial holomorphic section o with 7'
Zl. Then the sheaf homomorphism:
           q gn Xk qn                                                      X 7' +lt    R ft(a) : R fi 9x(F E) .                                                    XE)               fs 9x(FR
induced by the tensor product with a is injective for any q)O and kll.
 IV. Relative Vanishing Theorem. Let g:Y.Z be a surjective proper morphism
of reduced analytic spaces. Then the Leray spectral sequence:
                   Pqn p+g n
         R giR ft9x(E) =År R (gof)=9x(E)
degenerates. Especially (i) if A isa g-ample line bundle on Y, then
     R (gof)i9x(f'AXE)!!sR gtOy(A)opR f=9x(E) for any r40
and (ii) if g is generically finite, then
             r n Orn       R (gof)t9x(E)trR giR fi9x(E) for any rIO.
 V. Local Freeness Theorem. Suppose X is connected and Y is non-singular.
(i) If f has connected fibres, then the sheaf homomorphism
                          n-m m n-m n
                         aC :shv'R fs9x




                     endivisor of Y, then R fz9x is locally free for any q)O.
    We may say that the above theorem is a relative version of Theorem K in the
category of Kahler manifolds. The abc)ve assertoins are linked togather as the
compact case by Kollar. In fact the following indications hold:
    (I)+(III)+Nakano-Fujiki's vanishing theorem =År (IV)
    (II)+(IV) - (V)
Hence we have only to show (I),(II) and (III).
 Remark. In the case of rank of EÅr1, we can formulate the above result in
terms of the semi-positivity of the dual of tautological line bundle of P(E=).
In this case we can obtain the same results as above for the vector bundles
EopdetE and detE.
g2. Let X be a holomorphically convex manifold of dimension n and let (E, h)
be a holomorphic vector bundle on X. Our main result follows from a structure
             qntheorem for H (X, 9x(E)) as a ring of holomorphic functions module. In order
to explain this theorem we fix the following situation and notations:
(X, cox) ;a complex manifold with the hermitian metric cox of dimension n
f:X.S ; a proper surjective morphism from X to a connected (reduced) Stein
             space S of dimension m such that any connected component of X is
             mapped surjectively to S
z:S.Cd ;a proper embedding of S into a complex number space of dimension
             d with a global coordinate system (t',..., t`)
q:S.[O,+oo) ; a smooth strictly plurisubharmonic exhaustion function on S
             defined by T:= z;( i.Ei.,1t"l2)
Åë:== fXT ; the pull back of T by f




 Proposition Let (E,h) be a holomorphic vector bundle on X. For any P
and qIO we define the following space of E-valued a -closed harmonic (P,q)
forms relative to cox and h:
   H ' (X, E, Åë): =={ uEC '(X, E) ; au =a9h ec =O and e (aÅë )= u=O on X }
where Sh and e(aÅë)S are the adjoint operators of a and the left exterior
product e(aÅë) by aÅë respectively.
Suppose cox is Kahler and (E,h) is Nakano semi-positive. Then the following
assertions hold for P=n and any q21:
                  nq -(i) Assume uEC '(X,E) satisfies e(aÅë)=u=O on X. Then u satisfies
au ==ghu=O if and only if gu==O and Åqi e(eh+aaÅë)nu,uÅrh=O on X,
where iS)=-*a*, eh is the curvature form of E relative to h and Åq, Årh
is the pointwise inner product relative to the metrics cox and h
 Renark If (E,h) is Nakano semi-positive and Åë is as ab(}ve, then
     Åqi e(eh)A u,u Årh l O and Åqie(aaÅë)n u,u Årh ) O on X
             nefor any uEC ' (X,E) and ql1
(ii) The Hodge'sstar operator * relative to cox yields an injective
                   ng n'ehomomorphism from H '(X, E,Åë) into T(X, 9x (E)) which induces a structure
                       ne neof Frechet space onto H '(X,E,Åë). Especially H '(X,E,Åë) is a torsoin
free O(S)-module.
              nq -(iii) If er EH ' (X, E, Åë), then Åq i e(aa(exp ep ))Au, u Årh iO on X for any
                                                             nqsmooth plurisubharmonic function q on X. In particular H '(X,E,Åë) is
independent of the choice of Åë.
(iv) The canonical homomorphism
                            -nq-1 g n
                    L:r(X,aA' (E)) -År H (X,9.(E))
defined by Dolbeault's theorem induces an injective homomorphism
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                         ne qn            c : H '(X, .El,Åë) -År H (X, 9x(E))
           -ng"'1 -where "r"(X,aA ' (Er)) is the space of O-closed E-va}ued sraooth (n,q) forms
eft X.
(v) Let .X be the union of the set of singular points of S and the image of
the degeneracy set of d f by f. If there is a non-vanishing holomorphic m-
fgr$ S o# Sij:=SXX axd ISqSn-m, thee the restriÅëtiox gf afiy for$ es
    ngof H '(X,E,Åë) onto X(So) can be written as follows:
                 q n--mwwq            u =L (a.AfS e) for a.Er(X(SD ), S2 x/s, (E ))
       pwhere 9x/s, is the sheaf of getws of relative holomorphic P-fgrrks oR X(Se).
         ng(vi) H'(X,E, di)=O vanishes for any qÅrn-m.
(vii) If Y is a Stein opeft sgbset of S provided with a sraootk strictly plgri-
subharmenic exhaustion fufiction ip, thefi the restriction homomorphism
                 r.: H"' q( X, E, ep ) - H"' "( X(V), E, f" ip )
is wel1•-defi#ed.
    This propc)sition can be shown only by a harmonic integral theory fo.r weakly
1-complete Kahler manlfolds. Hence the problem is to show that the horaomorphism
                         nif an
          c : H '(X, E, Åë) - H (X, sh x(E))
is actually surjective whenever E is Nakano semi-positive. This essential part
cafi be done by usiRg aR L2-tkeory for the a -operator and bouRded plurisubhar-
mofiic fufictiofis oR complete Xakler mafiioflds. Naptely we cafi shew the follewing
theorem.
 Tkeorema Let the situatioR be tke sapte as ab(we. TkeR the following assertioRs
hold for afiy iRteger q 2i;l:
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(i) The following space of harmonic forms relative to cox and h
  H", g(x, E, Åë), ... { uE c"' e( x, E) ; 5er =g, u =g aftd e (S di )' st =g o# x }
            qnrepresents H (X,9x(E)) as a torsion free O(S)-module and the Hodge's star
                                                              nqoperator * relative to cox yields an injective homomorphisma from H '(X,E,Åë)
            n-gigto r(.X,9x (E)) wkick igduces a splittiftg kotao$grpkisx
                    ggn n-q          6 : H (X, 9x(E)) - r(X, 9x (E))
      crgwith L e5 =id for the homomorphism
                    e n-g en          L : ,r'(X,Rx ÅqE)) -- H                        (X, 9x(E))
(ii) If V is a Stein open subset of S provided with a smooth strictly pluri-
sgbharmofiic exha#stioll fgfictiofi Åë}, tkeR tke followiRg diagrara is cetwutative :
                                         a
                                        6
                          en n-e
              H (X, sh.(E)) - r(X, 9. (E))
                          rv $ ry i
                       g pt n"-e
            ff (x(y), g.(E)) - T(x(y), fi. (E))
                                         e
                                        6
         en(iii) H (X,9x(E)) vanishes for any qÅrn--m.
Appiying this theorem to the morphism f:X--"kY local}y one can see that for a
set of pairs {V, gbv}, V is a Stein open subset of Y admitting a smooth pluri-
subharmonic exhaustion function ipvof V the data {Hn'" (X(V),E,ipv),r"w}
                                     ne ngwith tke restrictieg homg$crpkisca rYgr:ff '(X(Y),g, Åëy)-ll '(X(W),E,Åërv),
                                            gngWcY, is a presheaf and its sheafificatioR R fiH '(E) is a torsion free
Oy-module such that the canonical homomorphism RO f=: H"'" (X(v), E, gbv) -
T(X(V ), RO fz Hn' cr ( E)) is an isomorphism. There fore RO fi H"' cr ( E )) is
              gnisg$grpkic to R ft9x(E). Tkis i$plies tke degegeratioft of tke Leray spectral
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